
Pet Owners Rejoice – Are “No
Pet” By-laws Unenforceable?
Will this require owners corporations with “no pets” by-laws
to rethink their approach to the keeping of pets in their
buildings?

The Top 5 Most Useful Strata
By-laws and Factsheets
So what are the five most useful by-laws and why? Here we’ve
come up with the following shortlist for you to download!

Where do we Now Stand with
Pet By-laws in Strata Living?
Pet ownership and apartment living in strata. Do no pet by-
laws have broader implications for other types of prohibiting
by-laws?
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COVID-19 and Pets in Strata
Apartments
Pet By-laws and COVID-19, is it the end of no pets by-laws?
Where does this leave “no pets” strata buildings? 

Thank  You  Strata  for  Your
Support in 2019!
To contact us during this period please leave a message and
we’ll get back to you on our return. For more information
please click here now!

Who is Preparing Your By-law
Consolidations?
By-laws consolidations – is a mistake worth the risk not not
being covered by your insurance?
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Is it Goodbye to “No Pets”
Buildings?
Are pet by-laws banning the keeping of pets no longer worth
the paper they’re written on? What about owners who want to
live in “pet free” blocks?

The New Strata ‘Top Ten’ That
Will Make a Difference!
Over 90 new strata laws will come into play later this year
and of the 90 here are the top 10!

Pets, Parking and Smoking –
New Strata By-laws
By-laws allowing pets in units, managing illegal parking and
curbing smoking have been overhauled.
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NSW Beware thy Neighbour (and
their Dog)
JS Mueller & Co Senior Lawyer and strata law expert, Adrian
Mueller, shares the following case  Frankel – v – Patterson
[2015] NSWSC 1307.
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